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Lysines play key structural and functional roles in proteins,
including involvement in ion pairs, as targets of post-translational
modifications, and in general acid/base and nucleophilic catalysis.
These roles depend intimately upon the ionization states, and hence
the pKa values, of their side chain amines. Unfortunately, unless
neutron or atomic resolution X-ray diffraction data are available,
lysine protonation states are typically only inferred from crystal or
solution state structural studies. Although indirect methods, such
as kinetic analyses of pH-dependent chemical modifications,
sometimes yield pKa values, experimental insights into amine
protonation equilibria are usually provided by NMR spectroscopy.
Due to hydrogen exchange (HX) of the labile1Hú with water, this
has generally involved measurement of the pH-dependent chemical
shifts of the amine15Nú by insensitive direct detection1 or of the
neighboring13Cδ/ε by 1H-13C heteronuclear correlation experi-
ments.2 However, such chemical shifts may depend upon factors
other than the charge of a given lysine, and it may not be possible
to span a pH range sufficient to observe its titration and thereby
deduce its ionization state. As demonstrated herein, when performed
with care to minimize the effects of HX,1H-detected15N hetero-
nuclear correlation experiments provide a sensitive method to
directly investigate lysine amines under near-physiological condi-
tions and to unambiguously determine their ionization states, as
well as characterize their dynamic behavior.

In an ongoing effort to dissect the electrostatic basis for the
catalytic proficiency of glycoside hydrolases, we are using NMR
spectroscopy to determine the ionization states of active site residues
in the 34 kDa family 10 catalytic domain, CexCD, fromCellu-
lomonas fimiâ-(1,4)-glycosidase Cex (or CfXyn10A) along its
double-displacement reaction pathway.3 When recorded with an
atypical upfield15N spectral window, the1H-15N HMQC spectrum4

of uniformly 15N-labeled apo-CexCD yielded a single peak at
chemical shifts characteristic of an amine (1Hú 8.1 ppm,15Nú 34.8
ppm; Figure 1A).1 On the basis of a 3D15N-edited NOESY
experiment, this signal is assigned to K302.5 The amine of K302
forms a completely buried ion pair with the carboxylate of D277,
as well as hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl oxygens of A291 and
L293,6 thereby accounting for its protection from HX and direct
detection by1H NMR. Upon covalent modification of CexCD by
2,4-dinitrophenyl 2-deoxy-2-fluoro-â-cellobioside to form a long-
lived glycosyl-enzyme intermediate (2FCb-CexCD),3,6 a second
amine signal was observed at 8.0 ppm (1Hú) and 35.6 ppm (15Nú)
(Figure 1B). This signal, also observed for CexCD noncovalently
inhibited with xylobiose-derived aza-sugars (Supporting Informa-
tion), is assigned to the sole lysine residue, K47, in the active site
of the enzyme. As revealed by X-ray crystallography (Figure 2),
the amine of K47 is hydrogen bonded to both the distal and
proximal sugar moieties of the cellobioside, thereby leading to its

burial and protection from HX in the trapped intermediate. The
importance of these interactions is highlighted by a 75-fold decrease
in kcat/Km of the Cex K47A mutant for hydrolysis of 2,4-
dinitrophenylâ-cellobioside relative to the wild-type enzyme.7

Analysis of one-bond1H-15N coupling patterns provides a route
to unambiguously determine the ionization state of a slowly
exchanging amine without resorting to pH titrations. As shown in
the inset of Figure 1B, without1H-decoupling during thet1 period
of a 1H-15N HSQC experiment, the15Nú signals of K47 and K302
in 2FCb-CexCD appear as quartets split by|1JNH| ∼75 Hz. Thus,
each nitrogen is directly bonded to three protons, and both lysines
are in their ionized (-NH3

+) states at pH 6.5. Furthermore, the
1Hú and15Nú chemical shifts of these two residues do not change
significantly between pH 3 (below which CexCD aggregates) and
pH 9 (above which rapid HX preludes their detection). Given the
lack of an observable titration, the pKa values of K47 and K302
must be >9 in the glycosyl-enzyme intermediate. The same
behavior was observed for K302 in unmodified CexCD. As a
reference,15N NMR measurements yielded a pKa of 11 for the side
chain amine of15Nú-lysine, with 15Nú chemical shifts of 32.5 and
25.5 ppm in its ionized (-NH3

+) and neutral (-NH2) states,
respectively (25°C; Supporting Information).

Qualitative insights into the side chain dynamics of K47 and
K302 are also provided by Figure 1B (inset). In an elegant analysis
of the “methyl-TROSY” effect, Kay and co-workers8 demonstrated
that, in the1H-coupled HSQC spectrum of a13CH3 spin system, a
13C quartet with intensity ratios of 3:1:1:3 is expected in the absence
of any differential relaxation, as is closely approximated in the fast
tumbling limit. (A 13CH2 yields a 1:0:1 “triplet”.) In contrast, in
the macromolecular limit, the outer lines from a methyl group,
which is undergoing fast 3-fold rotation and only13C-1H dipolar
relaxation, will decay 9 times faster than the inner lines. Thus, the
intensity of the outer lines of the13C multiplet relative to that of
the inner lines will decrease with decreasing amplitude of motion
of the methyl 3-fold axis. By analogy for15NH3

+ spin systems,
from the observed15Nú multiplet intensity ratios of∼1:1:1:1 for
K302 and∼0.5:1:1:0.5 for K47 (versus∼2.7:1:1:2.7 for15Nú-lysine;
Supporting Information), the amine of the latter active site lysine
appears more rigidly positioned in 2FCb-CexCD than that of the
former ion-paired lysine. However, in both cases, as evidenced by
single1Hú resonances, there is still fast amine 3-fold rotation and
hence rapid interconversion of the1Hú’s donated to the correspond-
ing hydrogen bond acceptors for K47 and K302.

CexCD contains 18 lysines, most of which are exposed on the
surface of the protein and thus not detected in a1H-15N HMQC
spectrum recorded at 30°C and pH 6.5. This results from rapid
HX, leading to increased proton line widths and decreased efficiency
of 1H-15N coherence transfer. Strikingly, upon slowing exchange
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by simply reducing the sample temperature to 10°C, 1Hú-15Nú

signals from at least eight additional amines became detectable
(Figure 1C,D). In contrast, the peaks from the internal K47 and
K302 diminished in intensity due to the slower global tumbling of
the enzyme. Furthermore, since this exchange is both specific and
general base catalyzed,1,9 reduction of the sample pH to 5.6 led to
the detection of at least 10 amines with increased signal intensities
(Figure 1E,F). Each of these yielded a15N quartet in a1H-coupled
HSQC spectrum (with intensity ratios of∼2:1:1:2, not shown) and
must arise from a fully protonated mobile surface lysine or the
N-terminal amine. The observed chemical shift dispersion of 35.6-
28.5 ppm in 15N and 8.1-6.4 ppm in 1H reflects the local
environments of these amines, rather than differences in their charge
states. Unfortunately, no resolved signal was present in the spectra
of apo-CexCD, yet absent in those of 2FCb-CexCD or the K47A
mutant, that could be confidently attributed to K47 in the unmodi-
fied protein. This may result from spectral overlap, rapid HX, or
other unfavorable relaxation properties of the active site lysine. The
latter is likely the case as we were able to assign the full side
chain13C spin systems of surface lysines but not the internal K47
in the C(CO)TOCSY-NH spectra of (70%2H, 99% 13C/15N-
labeled) CexCD.5 With their 13Cε shifts identified, it should be
possible to assign the amine signals of the surface lysines using
1Hú-15Nú-13Cε or 1Hε-13Cε-15Nú correlation experiments.10 Re-
gardless, due to the absence of a detectable amine signal, we could
not determine the ionization state of K47 in apo-CexCD.

In summary, using1H-15N correlation spectroscopy, we have
investigated the lysine amines in CexCD and its trapped glycosyl-
enzyme intermediate, demonstrating unambiguously that K47

interacts with the cellobiosyl moiety via its positively charged side
chain. It is likely that amines often remain undetected in NMR
studies of proteins simply due to the optimization of15N spectral
parameters for amides. Indeed, in a cursory survey, well-resolved
amine signals were also observed in the1H-15N HMQC spectra
of ubiquitin, RanGAP, and a xylanase. By using conditions of
reduced temperature, slightly acidic pH, and low general base
concentrations to minimize the effects of HX,1H-detected15N
correlation experiments provide a sensitive route to investigate
directly the structural, dynamic, and functional roles of N-terminal
and lysine side chain amines in proteins and protein complexes.
Methyl TROSY approaches8 and background deuteration should
facilitate the analysis of amines in systems larger than the 34 kDa
catalytic domain of Cex.
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Figure 1. 1H-15N HMQC spectra of apo-CexCD (A, C, E) and 2FCb-CexCD (B, D, F) recorded using Varian Unity 500 or Inova 600 spectrometers.
Samples contained∼0.4 mM uniformly 15N-labeled protein in 20 mM potassium phosphate and 0.02% NaN3. The gradient HMQC sequence incorporated
selective flipback pulses to minimize water excitation4 and delays set for|1JNH| ∼ 75 Hz. Sensitivity-enhanced flipback HSQC experiments optimized for
AX3 spin systems yielded comparable spectra, albeit with marginally less signal-to-noise, for this 34 kDa protein. The high-resolution1H-coupled1H-15N
HSQC spectrum of 2FCb-CexCD at 30°C and pH 6.5 is shown, along with the15Nú traces at the1Hú shifts of K47 and K302 (B, inset).

Figure 2. Proposed hydrogen-bonding interactions (dashed lines) within
the active site of 2FCb-CexCD at pH 6.5. Adapted from ref 6 (1EXP)
with distances (Å) between N and O atoms and experimentally determined
charge states for K47, as well as E43 and H80.5
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